
AQUILA AS 914 TI

24”

SwIng Arm



AQUILA AS 914

15”

Swing arm Semi-automatic tire changerS for car and van wheelS from 10”-26” in diameter and 14” wide 
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main featureS  

3. turntable 

1-2. bead breaking 

the bead breaking arm has a stroke of up to 15” and is operated by a double-acting 
pneumatic cylinder made from 100% stainless steel, generating a power of 15500 n on 
the blade. the blade’s shape ensures perfect compatibility with any rim on the market 
today. 
the optional stroke regulator rules out the risk of crushing the tire.

the turntable installed as standard uses a Patented system allowing to work on all tyre 
types from 10” to 24” changing the working range from 10”- 20” to 14” - 24” by 
a simple operatorprocedure. its new shape is designed to assure users working on 
largediameter wheels easier, quicker wheel positioning during bead breaking, and above all 
the minimisation of the size of the plate fitted to the machine. turntable 675 mm above 
the ground.
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4. inflation system
the rounded column is also a reservoir tank for the extra air needed when is used the tubeless inflation system (ti).

5. tool head 
Swing arm movement with automatic adjustment of vertical height and mounting tool.

help device  
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optional
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the Company reserves the right to modify it machines at any time without prior notice.
l 

by marketing - Cod. dPmF000388 - uK-F- - 12/2016.

technical data  

 dimensions 

inside clamping capacity 13˝  - 26˝ 

outside clamping capacity 10˝  - 24˝ 

bead breaker pressure
 

 (
3420 lbs at 145psi (1550kg)

bead breaker opening  15”

max. wheel diameter 47”

max. wheel width 14”

rim width 3.5” to 13”

table top rotation torque 700 ft-lb

table top rotation speed 8 rpm

Pneumatic motor gaSt 4am

power supply 

electric motor three-phase 230/380v 50/60hz  - 0,55 kw

electric motor single-phase 115/230v 50/60hz  - 0,75 kw

air pressure 145 psi

tank capacity 145 psi

  Standard accessories  a




